Fig. 1 Water surface by a 3-D wall in non-overflow inundation 1 氾濫流に建つ単独壁体の形状抗力と造波抗力 -河川自然流を用いた水理研究 その１-FORM DRAG AND WAVE DRAG OF AN ISOLATED WALL STANDING IN INUNDATION FLOW -Hydraulic study in natural river flow Part 1-桑村 仁 * Hitoshi KUWAMURA Hydrodynamic drag of a free-standing wall partially submerged in inundation flow was experimentally investigated in a natural river.
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Hydrodynamic drag of a free-standing wall partially submerged in inundation flow was experimentally investigated in a natural river. A wall plate and sensors for measuring drag force, fluid velocity, and water depth were installed in a testing frame made of stainless steel. Regulator plates were immersed on the river bed in the up and down streams of the frame to provide a uniform and steady flow in the testing area. The drag coefficient C D was significantly influenced by Froude number F r , but not by Reynolds number R e in the ranges of 0.5＜F r ＜2.0 and 4×10 4 ＜R e ＜4×10 5 . The C D had a minimum value slightly over 1.0 at around F r ＝1.0, and increased up to 2.0 with the changes of F r toward 0.5 and 2.0. The blockage ratio of the wall in the flume showed a large effect on the C D for subcritical flow (F r ＜1.0), but little effect for supercritical flow (F r ＞1.0). With the decrease of incoming fluid depth, wave drag became predominant to form drag. The F r -based formula for estimating C D , i.e., C D ＝1.0＋F r 2 /4, is conservatively suitable to test data for F r ＞1.0, but is radical or of underestimation for F r ＜1.0 due to the blockage effect. Fig. 13 Assumed stream lines of surface and bottom flows 
